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Abstract
The world’s continuously increasing population leads to environmental challenges, among
which, the urban heat island effect has been recognized as one of the leading
environmental issues recently. Using traditional weather station (usually one or two within
one city and placed in rural area) to monitor and model the canopy layer urban heat
phenomenon does not provide enough spatial resolution. Alternatively, the Netatmo
weather station, a low cost and citizen science weather sensor, is able to collect
crowdsourced temperature records and has significant strength in spatial and temporal
resolution in temperature measurement. Thanks to the variety of uses of the Netatmo
weather station and its open API, more temperature data could be used for UHI research.
However, for scientific use, the main challenge is the data quality. For one thing, the
stations’ locations are set by users and are thus not accurate enough for temperature
modeling in a complex city environment. For another, sensors some time generate
unreliable records when exposed to solar radiance directly. These two things are actually
highly interactional. Knowing the accurate location of stations could be helpful to calculate
when the stations are exposed sun then filter outliers, and vice versa. However, the
location information could be used to improve its accuracy is quite limited. Thus, the current
work is focusing on develop an approach to determine the likely correct location of the
stations.
For the development of the relocation method, different spatial and sensor datasets have
been used. The temperature data in the Hague in May, 2018 have been collected from
Netatmo weather stations. Additionally, the AHN3 points cloud for solar simulation and
BGT shapefile for creating new location have been investigated. The methodology of
relocation process is divided into 6 steps: Sensor data pre-processing, Detecting higher
temperature time, Generating potential location of stations, Computing sky view (dome)
and solar parameter, Finding the most likely horizontal location of the station, and
Assigning height value to points. These steps also have been used with another period
time in the Hague for validation and one sample Netatmo sensor experiment in Delft will
be conducted.
The results proved the feasibility and rationality of the adopted methodology. Around 67%
stations (new location) is shown more than 0.5 similarity when comparing with their solar
simulation. Validation result detained by two period comparison indicates that over 70%
Netatmo stations’ new location show high quality on both the horizontal and vertical
dimensions after applying the process. Validation experiment is shown a real example of
fluctuated air temperature and how it will be influenced by solar radiance. In the experiment,
the location error is reduced from 16 meters to 4 meters, which proves that the
methodology adopted by the project is helpful to improve the station’s location accuracy.
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1 Introduction
The following chapter will introduce scientific background related to this project. UHI has
been recognized as one of the leading environmental issues and so far, and there have
been several solutions to quantify the UHI. The canopy UHI is usually measured using
traditional weather stations, which is not ideal as usually weather station could not offer
enough spatial resolution. A new opportunity, Netatmo weather station has recently
emerged in the form of cheap, citizen-used weather stations and their connection to
smartphones and online map. As a new crowdsourced weather data, Netatmo has
significant strength in spatial and time resolution in temperature measurement, however,
challenges still exist in Netatmo station, which cannot be ignored in UHI quantifying
research.

1.1 Urban Heat Island (UHI)
An urban heat island (UHI) is an urban area that is significantly warmer than the
surrounding rural areas due to human activities. Recently, extreme weather records have
been collected more frequently, which provided more proof about the related harmful
effects on the people living in cities and the global economy. One example is the summer
mortality rates in and around Shanghai, China has increasing heat-related mortality in
urban regions and UHI has been proved to be directly responsible for it [1]. Akbari and
Hashem also found that increase in air temperature is responsible for 5-10% of urban peak
electric consumption for air conditioner use in America [2]. Besides, one study is shown
that UHI in has an important impact on the primary and secondary area pollution, especially
the ozone and the nitrogen oxide (NOx) [3].
Urban heat islands can be divided into three types based on different components (Figure
1):
1.
2.
3.

canopy layer heat island (CLHI)
boundary layer heat island (BLHI)
surface heat island (SHI)

The CLHI and BLHI are warming of the urban atmosphere; the SHI is the relative warmth
of urban surfaces. The urban canopy layer is the air layer around the surface in cities,
extending upwards to approximately the mean building height. Above the urban canopy
layer lies the urban boundary layer, which may be around 1 kilometer in thickness by day,
shrinking to hundreds of meters after sunset [4]. The CLHI is the most directly connected
to human’s life among three UHI, therefore it is the most studied one. Also, CLHI is the
type that is mostly discussed in this thesis.
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Based on the components of the UHI as discussed above, two main acquisition
approaches are used to observe the UHI: remote sensing and ground-based weather
stations. Researchers measure air temperatures for CLHI or BLHI directly using
thermometers, whereas the SHI is measured by remote sensors mounted on satellites or
aircraft [5]. The main difference between the two methods are spatial and temporal
characteristics. Thermometer measurements have high temporal resolution, but only one
location per sensor. On the contrary, remote sensing images have a better spatial
resolution, but the data only describes the temperature once along period of time.

1.2 Quantifying the UHI
The CLHI is usually observed by using ground-based station which is not ideal as they
have limited spatial resolution. Alternatively, many studies have attempted to quantify the
UHI using remote sensing. This provides spatial data at a daily resolution, but it observes
land surface temperatures and different to air temperatures. Given these restrictions,
numerical models are frequently used instead to quantify the UHI [6]. However, due to lack
of observation data, the validation of accurate UHI simulations is hard to guarantee [7].
A recent trend in urban climatology has seen an increasing use of high resolution urban
meteorological networks as well as the decrease in the costs of instrumentation. A new
opportunity, Netatmo weather station has recently emerged in the form of cheap, civil
utilization weather stations that connect to local Wi-Fi networks and the crowdsourced data
is available through their public API. But a considerable scientific challenge remains: can
they provide sufficient quality to be accepted by the atmospheric science [8]?
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1.3 Crowdsourced data
Crowdsourced data is a sourcing model in which organizations or company can derive data
from many users or publics. Advantages of using crowdsourced may include improved
costs, speed, quality, flexibility, scalability, or diversity [9].
Crowdsourced was first termed by Howe referring to the idea of outsourcing to the crowd
[10]. Linked with civil engagement activities, crowdsourced is now increasingly finding itself
as a technique for gathering massive data in scientific subjects [11]. However, the use of
crowdsourced data in the atmospheric sciences is very limited when compared with other
scientific studies and the main reason is the difficulty in obtain an accurate typical
observation [12]. Still, the results from the validation exercise of the Netatmo weather
station with standard measurements have proved promising [13].
The crowdsourced weather station in this study is from the Netatmo company. Netatmo
weather station is easily configured and controlled. Using a smartphone, users are able to
monitor and record the meteorological data and the station’s location. Besides, the spatial
density of Netatmo station ensures that these stations could work as a network. The dense
data means more choice when dealing with data, e.g. when one or two station is faulty, it’s
possible to replace by other stations.
Records from the station are transmitted wirelessly, using Wi-Fi and configuring by
Bluetooth, to the Netatmo sever and available via a ‘weathermap’ (Figure 2) on the
Netatmo website. All weather observations are updated every 15 min. It’s also noticeable
that the data is shown in the “weathermap” is already filtered by the Netatmo, so the data
looks much smoother than the raw data from the API. The Netatmo API ensures retrieve
publicly shared weather raw data from outdoor modules within a predefined area and that’s
also the data source in this project.
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The Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI), provides hourly weather data
including temperature for fixed positions. The KNMI sensors are usually placed in the rural
areas: KNMI 330 is located at Hoek van Holland (next to the sea) and the KNMI 344 (The
Hague airport) [14]. Consequently, KNMI for now is not suitable for researching
temperature difference between urban and rural area.
Alternatively, although Netatmo weather station most of time can provide reliable
temperature data, the raw data (very noisy) may not suitable enough for AUHI research
before further processing. The first reason is that there is not case which can block
radiance outside the weather station, thus, air temperature measurement influenced by
sun radiance could be higher than true air temperature. Netatmo also mentions that
temperature records when exposed to the sun could be 1-2 ℃ higher than that in the
shadow and the accuracy of that would be 0.1 ℃ normally [15]. The second reason is that
the most of Netatmo users are not experts and this means they might put the sensor
anywhere or for different purposes (Figure 3) and therefore sensors could generate
abnormal temperature pattern or extreme values. What’s more, the location of Netatmo
stations are given by user’s smartphone or simply using the address or by clicking in a web
map. Usually the accuracy of smartphone GNSS is about 15-30m and depends on
smartphone itself and GNSS application [16]. Considering that most of the stations are put
near buildings, the accuracy of the location may also suffer from multipath influence.
Besides, some system errors are also found in the raw data, e.g. some sensors record
temperature only 10 times per day, which is not enough for further research, and some
sensors keep recording same value which may result from hardware issues. An example
of system errors is shown in Figure 6. It’s obvious that the top two lines don’t change too
much with time, which does not fit with common sense.
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1.4 Problem statement
Quantifying the UHI using remote sensing now is not suitable for canopy layer heat island
research, which focuses on air temperature above the surface. Air temperature is usually
detected by traditional ground-based thermometers (Figure 5) which are located at certain
height above the ground and placed in the shade. However, due to the lack of spatial
resolution, many traditional thermometers are hard to cover rural areas or large city
nevertheless further spatial UHI research.
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Netatmo, as a new crowdsourced weather data, has significant strengths in spatial and
time resolution in temperature measurement. However, two main challenges existing in
Netatmo station cannot be ignored in UHI-quantifying research. The first challenge is
outliers in the raw data. Outliers could come from system errors or solar radiance, as
discussed in Section 1.4, but so far previous work mainly uses mathematical methods to
remove system errors and there is lack of a method to remove outliers caused by solar
radiance. Another challenge is the accuracy of the stations’ location. The reason why
accurate locations are important in UHI research is that the temperature divergency could
be remarkable. Figure 6 is shown an example of UHI modeling result in the Hague. UHI
could relate to many factors e.g. NDVI, building density, land surface character and, so on
so the air temperature in different regions within one city could show significant variation
(also shown in Figure 6). In other words, any specific place in the city has its corresponding
UHI impact factor. Accordingly, obtaining an accurate location of each sensor should not
be ignored in UHI quantifying or observation.
These two challenges are actually highly related and interactional. Knowing the accurate
location of stations could be helpful to calculate when the stations are exposed sun then
flite outliers, and vice versa. Unfortunately, both two data (coordinates and temperature
records) more or less has their defect and the project need to determine which of them is
easier to start with. Because lack of temperature contrast experiment, finding the time
when a station records higher temperature data due to solar radiance is ambiguous.
However, the location information could be used to improve its accuracy is even more
limited. Thus, the current work is focusing on develop an approach to relocate the stations
and based on new location, solar influence time in the research period will be calculated.
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2 Research questions and scope
The aim of the current work is relocating the stations and finding solar influence time based
on the temperature records of the Netatmo sensors in the Hague for the May, 2018. In
order to achieve this, outliers caused by system errors will be removed and then remaining
data is saved in the dataset. The project will also check for each sensor, when it is shown
solar influenced symptoms and then compare it with solar simulations from candidate
locations of the sensor.
This thesis will focus on the temperature data from the Netatmo outdoor modules in the
Hague. These records are continuously collected and stored in a server in the TU Delft.
Other data, e.g. indoor station modules or data from other cities will not be considered.
Besides, the project will mainly analysis temperature pattern from direct solar radiance but
other types of abnormal behaviors, e.g. system error will only be briefly discussed. Also,
the project will not be concerned with details about UHI modeling or other factors that
contribute to the UHI. Although the time when sensor is exposed to sun will be calculated,
the further research about how to deal with these outliers will not be a part of this project.
The primary research question and the matching sub-questions are defined below:
l

How to locate a more accurate position of NETATMO sensors?
1.
2.
3.
4.

How to find potential locations for each sensor?
How to know if a sensor’s record is higher than it should be?
For a certain area, how to know when it receives direct solar radiance?
How to compare station records with solar simulation?
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3 Related work
This chapter states an overview of the concerned research, showing how the Urban Heat
Island topics relate to sensed air temperature data. Furthermore, review of the data source
and solar simulation method has been provided. Researches about using points cloud to
correct location of sensors is a quite new topic, hence relevant papers cannot be found so
far.

3.1 Related UHI research
So far, there have been three TU Delft MSc thesis projects related to the weather station
and all of them stress the UHI modeling. All of them involve sensed air temperature data
as a validation tool for modeling result.
Lilia Angelova has developed several statistical models showing the UHI in the Hague.
Models are based on different geo-information and Netatmo records have been used for
validation. Every spatial model and its impression on the statistical analysis was studied.
Six distinct UHI contributing 2D factors have been researched: Building density, Land cover
index, Vegetation index, Sky View Factor, Non-permeable surfaces and Vehicle traffic
density. Her result is shown Sky View Factor and Non-permeable place are two main
factors affecting the UHI [19].
Likewise, Anna-Maria Ntarladima studied a solution to analyze UHI and visualize
dynamical change of it. Spatial factors influencing the UHI have been computed and a
dataset of 140 Netatmo stations distributed in The Hague constitutes the most important
data source. Combined with the KNMI temperatures, UHI is modelled in time and
visualized. An UHI model is implemented for all cells in the grid by using the relationship
between the temperature records with the spatial information. The Netatmo records were
further used to validate the UHI models [20].
Iris A.H. Theunisse created a 3D temperature model by combining weather station data
and CityGML. Temperature records (Netatmo included) from several station sources are
collected and used to create the model. Data was coming from about 1300 weather
stations that were distributed in Rotterdam in 2014. The sensed records are connected to
the 3D model showing all locations within Rotterdam. The model could be useful for
simulating indoor temperatures for all areas in the city and this is done by analyzing the
relation between the temperature records and the environmental variables of each station’s
address. The raw temperature data is also used to verify and to check the accuracy of the
simulation results. But other factors which might bring influence on temperature in the city
are not studied [21].
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3.2 Netatmo weather station
Papers introducing scientific research based on the Netatmo sensor are not many and
usages of this sensor are in the quite preliminary stage.
Lee Chapman applies air temperature from the Netatmo sensors to quantify the UHI effect
of London in the summer of 2015. The results are highly similar to previous research. The
normal observations showed a range of magnitudes of between 1 - 6 ∘C in the London
subjected to atmospheric stability. However, the paper also indicates that some results
cannot be clearly explained by weather conditions and therefore the data quality of
crowdsourced data should be noticed [11].
Fred Meier believes Netatmo sensors play a role of a medium between citizen utilization

and crowdsourced data. His research is shown that crowdsourced temperature records
could be useful to UHI research and the result finds different UHI rules in Berlin during day
and night. The density of Netatmo stations in Berlin exceeds that traditional weather
stations networks by far, but the paper also proposes that observations of standardized,
calibrated and their data quality would be important in order to validate such weather
crowdsourced data [12].

3.3 Solar simulation
As Section 1.4 mentioned above, temperature records exposed to the Sun could be 1-2 ℃
higher than normal air temperature. It’s obvious that if the project wants to improve
Netatmo data accuracy, solar simulation must be done, e.g. how that landing site is lit by
the sun within one city.
High accuracy solar radiation in a large area can be simulated by using points cloud.
Andereas Jochem use a points cloud based solar radiance model, which is embedded into
Open Source SAGA GIS. It applies the 3-dimentional coordinates of each point cloud for
modeling of the solar radiance. In order to handle the huge amount of spatial data with
insufficient computer RAM, all the points cloud data is placed in the Laser data Information
System [22].
However, putting the whole of the Hague into solar radiation model is complicated and if
dynamic solar change is considered, the calculation would be more time consuming.
Alternatively, this project uses sky view with sun’s parameters to simplify the simulation
(Section 4.4).

9

3.3.1 Sky view creation
The SVF provides the relationship between the visible location of the sky and covered
environments, e.g. man-made objects and vegetations, by the ratio of the total amount of
radiation received from the earth surface to that available from a radiant environment [24].
Usually, sky view modeling research focuses only on fish-eye photography, vector, raster
or 3D building models (Figure 7) which blocks the sky in urban. But these input data
sources bring challenges in the study of the effect of plants because the complex geometry
of plants is usually hard to render precisely in a 3D model, while they also play an important
role in real dome reconstruction. Using point clouds with classification allows
reconstruction to take plants into consideration. An, S. M proved that 3D point cloud source
would be helpful for quantitative analysis of urban components by lowering the structured
dimensional complexes, not only by shape itself but also with many meaningful indices
such as SVF. He proposed a new SVF simulation solution (Figure 8) based on point clouds.
Digital dome was applied to place points cloud on the digital sky view [27].
Similarly, the urban horizon group (Geomatics, TU Delft) has developed a more efficient
method to reconstruct dome and sky view factor in using AHN3 points cloud. The main
purpose of this work is the estimation of SVF, a necessary element for modern urban
planning, for the Hague. To calculate SVF, the methodology used is based on 3D point
clouds in order to incorporate the urban environment in its entirety (including vegetation)
[28]. The algorithm is embedded in the webpage, and users are able to select different
places in the Hague and check their digital dome and SVF. The result is shown that their
solution provides a efficient and accurate simulation process for dome reconstruction.
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3.3.2 Solar parameter
In order to compute solar simulation, solar parameters that describe sun’s track are also
needed to know. Reach about solar parameters are common and the project mainly selects
materials from University of Oregon Solar Radiation Monitoring Laboratory (UO SRML) as
the reference. The UO SRML is a regional solar radiation data center, whose goal is to
provide sound solar resource data for planning, design, deployment. During 2002, the UO
SRML began developing educational material on the use of solar radiation data and
provide a basic understanding of the solar resource and the uses of solar radiation data
[29]. Detailed methodology about describing sun could be found at Section 4.4.1.
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4 Methodology
In order in answer the research questions, the methodology of this project is divided into 6
steps: Sensor data pre-process, Detecting higher temperature time, Generating potential
location of stations, Computing sky view (dome) and solar parameter, Finding the most
likely horizontal location of the station, and Assigning height value to points.
Sensor data pre-processing is the first step-up of the methodology which aims to remove
system failure outliers from raw temperature records and merge 7–day data as the
research period into the dataset.
The second stage is detecting higher temperature data. The methodology here is trying to
find when or whether the weather stations receive solar radiance and detecting higher
temperature records. However, due to lack of comparison equipment, it is almost
impossible to know an accurate real air temperature at each sensor’s location. The solution
in the project will use an “average temperature” to represent real temperature changing
patterns and then follow an “increase check” algorithm.
Although the coordinates of stations are given online, they are actually uploaded by users
(phone’s GPS or click at online map) and not accurate enough for urban heat modeling.
Therefore, the next step is that the project will generate scatter points which represent the
candidates of a stations’ real location. The scatter points with uniform density will be inside
a “constrained buffer” which is made by a circle but avoid building and transportation areas.
In order to know, for each potential location, when it receives direct solar radiance, dome
and sun position (elevation angle and azimuth angle) will be computed. For a location, the
time it receives direct solar radiance is the time the sun is shown up in the sky part if its
dome. Dome reconstruction is made using the AHN3 points cloud in the Hague.
The following step is finding the most likely horizontal location of the station. This is
comparing the result from step 2 and step 4 for each sensor. For example, if the result
derived from data is that from “7:50 am to 2:50 pm the sensor will detect higher temperature
than it should be”, then the potential locations whose output from solar simulation are the
closest to “7:50 am to 2:50 pm” will be set as the location of the Netatmo station. This step
will generate the 10 highest similarity 2D points and pass them to the next step.
The final one will be assigning a height value to the points. It is possible that users don’t
place their sensors directly on the ground. A higher view point has a bigger sky view factor
and thus bring higher solar susceptibility to the weather stations, therefore, the project also
take height into consideration not only horizontal coordinates. The approach here is similar
to previous steps: vertically generating potential points for the previous 10 points and then
comparing their solar simulation result with temperature records and finding which of these
3D points is most suitable.
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4.1 Sensor data pre-process
Sensor data in this project is chosen from 22th, May, 2018 to 28th, May, 2018, a consecutive
7-day period without rain and mostly uncloudy in the Hague [22]. This is done to try to
avoid influence from weather element. Also, this range of days ensures that the solar
elevation angle is large enough for sky view factor research in the next section. Another
important reason is AHN3 points cloud are collected in summer so the research period
should be as close to this as possible in order to avoid seasonal influence e.g. leaf. The
data pre-process part is divided into one-day data process and seven-day data process.

4.1.1 One-day sensor data
As Section 1.2 mentioned above, the raw data contains many outliers which not only result
from solar radiance but also because of system errors. Obviously, system errors (e.g.
hardware failure) are not concerned in this project so they should be removed before
further processing. It’s noticeable that some extreme high temperature records do not
necessarily mean system errors caused by direct solar radiance, but because it might
result from users putting a station somewhere warmer than the environment e.g. next to
the building’s wall in winter. The project will only confirm a sensor is “problematic” when it
is shown a very abnormal pattern e.g. a temperature difference between sunset and
sunrise is less than 3 ℃ (this is just a threshold ensures sensors will not keep recording
same temperatures, so the phenomenon in Figure 4 will not appear) or wrong a too low
frequency (e.g. only 50 records in one day which is not sufficient for research). Once a
sensor is problematic, it will be deleted from the dataset because it is considered as
unreliable. Also, the remaining points will be clipped, which ensures every sensor is located
in the Hague (Figure 9).
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4.1.2 Seven-day sensor data
However, it is possible that one sensor could work normally on Monday but abnormally on
Tuesday or Wednesday. Hence, only use one-day filter is not “fair” enough for all sensors.
Also, sensors that only work correctly one day in this week are not suitable for further
analysis. Here, I have developed another method to deal with the issue mentioned above:
a sensor can pass the seven-day filter and go to the dataset, if at least 5 days of data can
pass through one day filter.
An example of a sensor in the dataset is shown below (Figure 10). The first row includes
sensor’s MAC address and its coordinates (CRS = WGS84) while the first column is the
dates pass one-day filter. This sensor cannot work properly at 22th, May and 28th, May, but
can still save to dataset because it still has 5 working days (minimal criterion the in sevenday filter). The values in the table are the temperature differences between sensor records
and average temperature, which will be elaborated in Section 4.2. In total, there are 186
sensors left in the datasets in the Hague. Notice that all sensors of the Netatmo weather
station the paper mentions below are after pre-processing.
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4.2 Detecting higher temperature time
It’s important to know when the Netatmo station will record higher temperature than it
should be, and this also means the time the station is exposed to solar radiance. This “time”
can be used to locate sensor more precisely (shown in section below). However, it is
almost impossible to know an accurate real air temperature at each sensor’s location, so
the data (time and precise difference) will not be derived directly. An interpolation method
is helpful to predict the value but will largely be influenced by the nearest points, and the
reliability of the nearest points are unknown. According to this, the project plans to use
“average temperature” to represent real temperature. Although the absolute value here is
not accurate, the temperature changing pattern is more or less reliable because average
relieves the outliers influence from solar radiance. The reason is that the time sensors are
exposed to solar radiance is not identical and all sensors are taken into consideration with
same weight therefore, outliers could be “diffuse”.
After that, it’s possible to know when the temperature is higher than it should be by using
record data minus average data, following an algorithm to classify these points are
increasing, decreasing or neither.
14

The algorithm is based on the current point, the previous point and the next point and then
the gradient calculation. The reason consider 3 points is trying to avoid some influence
from outliers and make the classification smoother. A pseudo-code for the increase check
is shown below.

An example result (only one sensor in one day) is shown in picture below. Red dots mean
that temperature difference is increasing while blue is decreasing. Here we obtain 95 data
points (x-axis) because the raw data is updated 15 min per time and there will be 95 records
in one day. The red dots are concentrated from x=40 to x=50 and the corresponding time
is about 10:00am and 12:30pm respectively (Figure 11). To simplify the research, the
project will assume that this sensor is likely to be exposed to sun radiance during this
period of time.
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The picture above only is shown one sensor in one day, however, for each sensor, the
dataset store at least 5 days data. In order to consider data collected from different date,
I have introduced a concept called “increase possibility”. For instance, for sensor A at
1:00 am, the increase/decrease checks in the 7 days are:
15

The increase possibility at 1:00 am for sensor A will thus be

Only the time where the increase possibility is bigger than 0.5 will be consider as “the time
influenced by solar radiance”. The result here will be used in Section 4.5.

4.3 Generating potential locations of Netatmo stations
Although the coordinate of each station is given in the dataset, it’s actually a rough location
info and a real location of a station could be inside a buffer of the given location. The radius
of the buffer is the accuracy of the given location. The project selects 15m as radius, which
was chosen according to the accuracy of mobile phone GPS.
However, resection of the buffer is buildings and transportation areas. All temperature data
used in this project are collected from the Netatmo station outdoor module (it is possible
that some users use outdoor module inside, but they are removed in pre-process because
temperature inside room will not change too much with time, thus they cannot pass through
the filter ) so the part(s) where the buffer covers buildings will not be considered when
generating potential locations. Likewise, no users will put sensors in a transportation area.
The buildings’ and roads’ footprints will be extracted from the BGT dataset (The Basic
Registration of topography map of the Netherlands. In the BGT, objects such as buildings,
roads, water, railway lines and greenery are defined and classified). Then points are
generated with same distance between them (Figure 12).
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4.3.1 Generating scatter points around a given location
Usually, generating scatter points using algorithm is done using two nesting loops. An
outside loop is generating points from initial point with a given distance while the inside
loop is rotating the central point with same angle from 0 to 2pi. The disadvantage of this
method is the density of points will be lager when close to the center of a circle. In the
project, this means the real location has higher possibility when close to given location
which is logical. However, the center circle would be extremely dense and if the density
close to the edge of the circle will be very low and cause may data redundancy.
Alternatively, the project creates points with evenly density inside a bounding box (length
of side is equal to the double radius), then remove points whose distance to the initial point
is larger than the radius. Both methods are shown in Figure 13.
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4.3.2 Removing points inside polygons
Due to the thousands of building and road polygons in the Hague, the calculation of
whether each point inside each polygon will consume very long time. Two methods are
developed here in order to lower the calculation complexity.
The first method is called Tiling. All polygons in the Hague are divided into several square
tile sand each of them has its ID. Depending on the given sensor’s location and bounding
box of tiles, only one tile will be used for further calculation. One example is shown below.
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In this case, only Tile #6 will be input. In this project, the Hague is divided into 12 tiles and
the specific tile numbers can be found in the Appendix D.
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Given location
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However, polygons inside one tile still too many to efficient calculation, accordingly the
project develop the second method. The second method called Find Nearest Polygons.
Polygons in a .shp file is stored with the coordinates of each vertex and can be extract by
Python library: Fiona. The idea of the second method is for each potential location,
calculate the average distance between it and all polygons in the tile is calculated. The
average distance here is sum of all vertex (one polygon) distances to a potential location,
which is divide by number of vertices. This method will return only nearest 20 polygons for
inside/outside calculation. The inside/outside check could be implemented by the Python
library shapely with the “within” function. The points within the 20 nearest polygons will be
removed and the others will still remain.
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Ideally, only the nearest polygon needs to be checked inside or outside. However, since
the definition of distance between a polygon and a point is vague and the average distance
is not true distance, the method could cause failure if return only a few nearest polygons
are returned. An example is shown above. Red arrows and blue arrows represent the
distances to each polygon’s vertices respectively and all red arrows are longer than all blue
arrows which means that the average distance of the rectangle is larger than the square.
Actually, it’s not going to happen no matter what the distance means because the point is
already inside the rectangle. Besides, the polygon’s shape in the Hague could be much
more complex than the example mentioned above. According to this, this method needs
to return 20 even more polygons for inside/outside test. One result (radius = 25m and
density = 1m) is shown in Figure 16. It’s noticeable that the given sensor location is inside
the building, hence being removed.
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4.4 Computing sky view (dome) and solar parameters
In order to know, for each potential location, when it receives solar radiance, sky view and
sun position will be computed. Dome reconstruction is done by Urban Horizon project [24]
and this project will add functions to their work to calculate the sun’s position and the time
a position receives direct solar radiance. The principle is to know when then sun will not
be blocked by grey (buildings) and green (vegetation) part in Figure below.
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4.4.1 Solar parameters
In order to know the Sun’s position in the dome, the elevation angle as well as the
azimuth angle must be known. The solar zenith angle is the angle between the zenith
and the center of the Sun's disc. The solar elevation angle is the altitude of the Sun, the
angle between the horizon and the center of the Sun's disc [30].
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The elevation angle and azimuth angle cannot be computed directly from the local time
and coordinates but are available from other intermediate parameters: hour angle,
declination, solar time and equation of time.
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The declination of the Sun is the angle between a plane perpendicular to a line between
the Earth and the Sun and the Earth's axis. An approximate formula for the declination (D)
of the Sun is [32]

As the Earth moves around the Sun, the solar time changes slightly with respect to the
local standard time. (This is mainly related to the conservation of angular momentum as
the Earth moves around the Sun.) This time difference is called the equation of time and
can be important when determining the position of the Sun for solar energy calculations.
An approximate formula for the equation of time (Eqt) in minutes is [33].

To describe the position of the Sun in local standard time, one needs to know the
relationship between solar time and local standard time. Local time is the same in the entire
time zone whereas solar time relates to the position of the Sun with respect to the observer,
and that is different depending on the exact longitude where solar time is calculated [34].

Hour angle (w) is one of the coordinates used in the equatorial coordinate system to give
the direction of a point on the celestial sphere. The hour angle of a point is the angle
between two planes: one containing Earth's axis and the zenith, and the other containing
Earth's axis and the given point [35].

w=p
With the above information, one can now calculate the cosine of the zenith angle and
elevation angle [36]:
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4.4.2 Merging solar parameters into sky view
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The data structure used in the sky view is shown in Figure 19. The right dome circle is
represented by a nested list as is shown above. Each inner list is one radius of the circle
and has 90 items and these items are pixels (value is type of pixel: sky, building or
vegetation). The outer list consists of 180 inner lists which means the whole circle is made
by 180 rad (counter-clockwise).
Accordingly, for showing the Sun’s position in the sky view, the position of the item in the
nested list, which represents sun, must be computed based on solar parameters. The
formula is shown below:

p
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An example of the merging result is shown in Figure 20. The white dashed line means
Sun’s position every 15 minutes (same as sensor recoding frequency) between sunrise
and sunset. The corresponding solar influence result is:
{5.5: 'not influenced', 5.75: 'not influenced', 6.0: 'not influenced', 6.25: 'not influenced', 6.5:
'not influenced', 6.75: 'not influenced', 7.0: 'not influenced', 7.25: 'not influenced', 7.5: 'not
influenced', 7.75: 'not influenced', 8.0: 'not influenced', 8.25: 'not influenced', 8.5: 'not
influenced', 8.75: 'not influenced', 9.0: 'not influenced', 9.25: 'not influenced', 9.5: 'not
influenced', 9.75: 'not influenced', 10.0: 'not influenced', 10.25: 'not influenced', 10.5:
'influenced', 10.75: 'influenced', 11.0: 'influenced', 11.25: 'influenced', 11.5: 'not influenced',
11.75: 'influenced', 12.0: 'influenced', 12.25: 'not influenced', 12.5: 'influenced', 12.75:
'influenced', 13.0: 'influenced', 13.25: 'influenced', 13.5: 'influenced', 13.75: 'influenced',
14.0: 'influenced', 14.25: 'not influenced', 14.5: 'influenced', 14.75: 'influenced', 15.0:
'influenced', 15.25: 'influenced', 15.5: 'influenced', 15.75: 'influenced', 16.0: 'not influenced',
16.25: 'influenced', 16.5: 'influenced', 16.75: 'influenced', 17.0: 'influenced', 17.25:
'influenced', 17.5: 'influenced', 17.75: 'influenced', 18.0: 'influenced', 18.25: 'not influenced',
18.5: 'not influenced', 18.75: 'not influenced', 19.0: 'not influenced', 19.25: 'not influenced',
19.5: 'not influenced', 19.75: 'not influenced', 20.0: 'not influenced', 20.25: 'not influenced',
20.5: 'not influenced', 20.75: 'not influenced', 21.0: 'not influenced', 21.25: 'not influenced',
21.5: 'not influenced', 21.75: 'not influenced'}
(xx.25 = xx:15; xx.5 = xx:30; xx.75 = xx:45; xx is hour)
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4.5 Finding the most likely horizontal location of the station
The idea of this section is by comparing the result from Section 4.2 to 4.4 for each sensor.
More specifically, for a given sensor and its several days’ data, the project will detect when
it may suffer from solar radiance and its possibility (Section 4.2). Then, for each potential
location of the sensor (Section 4.3), the project uses sky view with solar parameters to
simulate time when each potential location suffers from solar radiance (Section 4.4). This
section aims to compare the sensor data with the simulation results and return 10 highest
similarity points. These 10 points will be used in the next section for generating the height
value.
For example, if the result derived from Section 4.2 is “7:50 am to 2:50 pm the sensor will
detect higher temperature than it should be”, then the 10 potential locations whose output
from Section 4.4 are the closest to “7:50 am to 2:50 pm” will be set as the candidate
horizontal locations of the Netatmo station. A brief flow chart is shown below.
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Technically, only the stations where an “increase pattern” is found in Section 4.2 will be
take into consideration from Section 4.3 to 4.5. Those without an “increase pattern” could
means the station is in the shadow all the time. However, due to the complexity of
temperature records, the average temperature could still not represent real temperature,
so it is hard to find a threshold to determine which sensor are actually inside the shadow.
So, all sensors are regard as “influenced by solar radiance” and this will be discussed in
the discussion chapter.
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4.5.1 Similarity calculation
Because temperature differences (average – records) from every day do not show an
identical pattern, the project introduce “increase possibility” (see Section 4.2) to avoid
occasional temperature behaviors and takes it into consideration when computing two
time’s (solar influenced time from data and solar influenced time from sky view simulation)
similarity.
The time similarity calculation pseudo code developed in the project is given by:

Here are two examples explaining the calculation steps and why the project introduces
possibility here.
Example one: let’s say a sky view result from a potential location of sky view simulation is:

While the result from increase/decrease (Section 4.2.2) check from the same sensor is:

Then the S summary = 0.7 + 0.9 = 1.6; S similarity = 1.6 / (1 + 1 + 1) = 0.53. Alternatively, if the
“increase possibility” is not introduced, then the increase/decrease result would be:
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Therefore, S similarity = 2(“influenced” in simulation) / 3 (“influenced” in data”) = 0.67, which
is higher than previous similarity result. However, the data itself cannot guarantee that
each of these 3 times is 100% influenced by solar radiance (none gets an 1.0 increase
possibility here), so the real situation of similarity should be lower than the ideal (every time
“increase possibility” = 1) one.
Example two: sky view result from a potential location α of sky view simulation is:

Potential location β (α and β are generated from same sensor) of sky view simulation is:

result from increase/decrease check:

The result will be S(α) similarity = 1.7 / 3 = 0.56 while S(β) similarity = 1.3 / 3 = 0.43. It’s
reasonable that S(α) similarity > S(β) similarity since increase possibility at 13.5 > 13.75, which
means temperature difference at 13.5 are more likely is shown increase pattern than 13.75.
Therefore, α which is influenced at 13.5, deserves higher similarity than β, which is
influenced at 13.75. Also, S(α) similarity = S(β) similarity if this possibility is not considered, hence
α and β may not be distinguished properly.
Based on the two examples, it’s not hard to see that “increase possibility” plays the role of
weight in similarity calculation. Higher “increase possibility” means the sensors at certain
time are more likely to receive radiance thus bringing greater weight.
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4.6 Assign height value to point
The result before this section is 2D points with only horizontal coordinates. However, it is
possible that users place their sensors on the window, or shelf (or some not high place in
the garden) instead of directly on the ground. Usually, a higher view point has a bigger sky
view factor and thus brings higher solar susceptibility to the weather stations. Therefore,
this step is trying to assign height value to the 10 points from Section 4.5.
The approach here is similar to previous steps: vertically (at 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 meter)
generating potential points for these 10 points and then compare their solar simulation
result with data as is shown in Section 4.5.1. Technically, creating a 3D points within 3D
bounding box then calculate their similarity maybe more accurate however it consumes a
lot more time. For instance, if there are 100 potential points for one sensor on the ground
and create 3D points at first, then total 3D points will be 500 which means 500 times dome
reconstruction, alternatively, assigning heights here only needs 140 times in total. Because
horizontal range (0-30 meter) of potential location is much higher than vertical range (0-2
meter), the dome variance in the vertical direction usually is smaller. Therefore, it is almost
impossible that a point on the ground with low similarity could be found high similarity at
the height of 2 meters. It also is the reason why this section only considers 10 points with
highest similarity on the ground from last step but not all points. The picture below is shown
the principle of this section.

Horizontal points
Max similarity points on ground
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#
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5 Result and validation
The following chapter of the research examines the principles of the similarity calculation
and the relative methodology and results obtained from this work. The cleaned dataset and
relocation results have been implemented and compared. Because the topic introduces a
quite new approach to solve the problem, therefore, the goal of this chapter is to visualize
the result and statistically analyse its rationality. Further, the two validation methods
including comparing the results from different period of date and field work experiment
done by an example Netatmo weather station will be shown.

5.1 Relocation of the stations
5.1.1 Overall of the dataset
After the data pre-processing step, there are 185 sensors saved in the dataset. And for
each day in research period, the number of sensors that are “working normally” is shown
below.
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The main factor that leads to the variation of the sensors’ number in research days is the
data recording frequency. Only sensors that record the complete of 95 times temperature
data in one day are qualified for further research (Section 4.1.1), however, some sensors
show unstable recording behaviors, e.g. records 95 times in the 22th May but 60 times in
the 23th May. The reason of this may be network connection issues or defects of Netatmo
station itself but it is out of the research scope and will not be discussed further here.
Although several approaches (e.g. spatial or temporal interpolation) could be helpful to fill
the missing data and enable more stations enter the dataset for further analysis, it’s hard
to guarantee the simulation data quality, which brings more challenges to validate results.
Considering this, the project tries to maintain the integrity of raw data, therefore just kick
out defects in the raw data but not amend them.

5.1.2 Similarity interpolation
Interpolation is one of good ways to show similarity visualization results. In order to lower
the complexity of this research, the result here is created by IDW (inverse distance weight)
interpolation rather than Kriging interpolation.
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According to Tobler’s First Law of Geography, everything on a geographic surface is
related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things [37].
Although similarity result is not a nature phenomenon on the earth, it’s actually computed
based on sky view factor and temperature records, both of which are highly related to
geographic surface. So, a validated similarity interpolation result should more or less obey
this law and is shown smooth changing trend or some specific patterns in the interpolation
map.
Due to context limitation, this section only is shown four similarity IDW interpolation maps
based on different weather stations for analysis. The results are implemented with IDW
tool embed in Qgis3 and with default interpolation parameters.
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As shown in the picture above, although all 4 interpolation maps do not show very smooth
changing trends (this may result from uneven distribution but high density of scatter points),
the high possibility blocks and low possibility blocks are also not totally random. Besides,
gradual changes between two blocks are obvious. In addition, high similarity pixels appear
next to the edge of building polygons, which matches with reality. Usually, users won’t put
their own weather stations too far away from their home.
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5.1.3 Relocation result
The whole relocation process is done by python3, among which, packages including
shapely, fiona have been using to tackle with shapefile data; osgeo has been using to
coordinate transformation; numpy and laspy has been using to speed up matrix
calculations. The processing time for each sensor is about 3-5 minutes and whole running
time to get full result for all sensors is about 12 hours (based on MacOS, i5-8259U, 8G
RAM).
The picture below is shown the new location of all sensors after processing (obviously not
much difference from Figure 6 because several meters differences are hard to see in the
city scale map) and details about their coordinates and height value and similarity could
be found in the appendix.
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The statistics distribution of the similarity result of all 185 sensors can be seen in Figure
25. The bar is shown the number of sensors at each similarity interval which ranges
from 0.061 to 0.961 and the width of each interval is 0.1. The number of sensors goes
up with the similarity and reaches the maximum at [0.661, 0.761], where 59 sensors
are, then decrease sharply to 33 at the next interval and only 3 sensors are in the
highest similarity interval.
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There are several explanations for the low similarity result. For example, it is quite possible
that not all stations are expose to solar radiance and records from those who stay in
shadow do not match the average temperature pattern, so the fake increase temperature
pattern will appear in the calculation process. If this kind of fake pattern cannot fit the solar
simulation result, then the similarity will accordingly be very low.
Another explanation is that the potential location failed to cover the real location of the
stations. Usually, stations are placed in the garden behind their house, a place outside
buildings and transportations areas and this is the principle how the project create potential
location. However, this could be wrong if users live in an apartment not a detached house:
apartment usually will not have a garden and even if, it would be more reasonable for users
putting stations in their balcony. Also, in the BGT shapefiles, apartment polygons are very
close to transportation area polygons and this means that there is not much space for
creating potential locations and even more hard to guarantee their reliability.
A corresponding example is shown below (Figure 26): the MAC address of the sensor is
70:ee: 50:04:76:90 and its similarity result is 0.115.
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As in picture is shown above, there is not much space between the buildings (yellow
polygons) and the transportation areas (pink polygons). Although an open space (purple
polygon) on the right could be used for generating potential location, actually it is a public
green land (left Figure) so there is a slim chance the user has put a station there. In this
complex environment, determining an area for potential location would be extreme tough.

5. 2 Validation
Validation is an essential procedure through the re-location processes. Validation verifies
that the new location represents a situation that is close to the reality. Unfortunately,
because of privacy, making a Netatmo user survey is impractical. In order to solve this, the
project will use two separate methods to validate the result, which are described in the
sections below.

5.2.1 Comparison of result from two period of 7-days
The idea here is checking the results from different periods of date. More precisely, the
methods mentioned above are all based on seven-day data, so every consecutive sevenday with good weather condition could be a control group. The sensors are fixed so the
result of sensors’ location from different periods should be more or less same. If the
location difference of each sensor is less than some threshold then it’s reasonable to say
the method is validated.
The period for validation is from 17th, April 2018 to 23th, April 2018. The validation period
of time also has a good weather condition in general [24] and is not far from research
period, which could ensure the city environment won’t change too much and the all working
sensors are very similar. The general weather data and working station numbers are
integrated into Table 2. Besides, the Sun’s positions of two periods still have noticeable
difference (Figure 27), therefore this period would be ideal for validation.
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The comparison new location of stations from two 7-days data are shown in Table 3. The
horizontal and vertical distances of each sensor’s location in research period and validation
period have been calculated. The project divides the results’ quality into 4 levels based on
horizontal distance: <5m is high quality; 5-10m is mid quality; 10-15m is low quality
and >15m is no quality. The sensor amount and their average distance of each quality level
are shown in the table. Also, each quality level will be sub-divided into 5 sections based
on the vertical distance. However, since height range is significantly shorter than the width
range as discussed in Section 4.6, the vertical distance will only be a secondary reference
but not a quality standard.
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Among 185 Netatmo stations, over 70% stations show high quality and the average
horizontal distance of them is less than 1.5m. Also, height distance of high-quality stations
is shown a good result, most of which are at identical height. The following quality levels
are mid quality and no quality, the amounts of which are 25 and 24 respectively. The
sensors classified into low quality are not many.
It is noticeable that similarity and quality are two different notions. Similarity is computed
based on temperature records and solar simulation while quality is computed by horizontal
distance for each sensor over two time period. Neither high similarity can guarantee high
quality nor low similarity means low quality. Table 4 is shown the correlation between
similarity result (research period) and its quality at 4 quality levels. All of them indicates a
weak relationship between each other. (The similarity and quality interpolation maps in city
scale can be found in the Appendix E. The paper will not analyse these interpolation results
further because massive points there and irregular visualization in the maps.)
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From a macro level, similarity and quality have different interpretations and almost zero
dependency, hence they could be regarded as attributes of the result or also two
dimensions in classification. For example, high similarity with low quality means that more
than one place has good chance to become real location of a station thus the result is not
trustworthy; low similarity with high quality means that no place is suitable for the station
but it is the real situation. A metaphor here to explain this would be “Get high marks by
cheating & Failing but not cheating”. The idea is briefly shown in Table 4 and in order to
lower the context complexity, different from the above, both similarity and quality are only
divided into 2 level here. In this classification case, stations will be located in 4 quadrants
and the number in each quadrant are also shown in Table 5.
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In order to look deeper into stations with poor result quality, several of them has been
selected for analysis. The pictures below show these stations’ locations (original location,
new location from two periods data) in a shapefile map and a corresponding satellite image.
The first station is 70:ee:50:02:88:c0 (Figure 24) and the horizontal distance from two
period result is about 20 meters. The given location of this station is inside a street thus
being removed. Based on the research period, the station has been relocated to the left
side of the street where there is a public greenland is shown in the satellite image. On the
35

contrary, validation period data shows that the station should be on the right side of the
street and just close to the house, which is a much more reasonable location.
The reasons causing the result from the research period not being as reliable as validation
period could be various. One explanation is that the public greenland is not suitable for
placing potential locations but it is not being removed in the shapefile. Another explanation
could be, for some reason, the temperature difference in the research period is not suitable
for representing the real temperature changing pattern.
In this case, the problem can be solved by introducing more than two periods of data for
researching new a location and more restrictions for potential location need to be
considered.
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Another station, 70:ee:50:02:9d:ee, with 42 meters (biggest in the whole dataset)
divergence is shown in Figure 25. The given location is next to the corner of a theater;
location computed by research period is inside a narrow gap of an open square ahead of
the theater; location of validation period is next to a corner of another building, and it is
hard to tell which one is shown a better prediction.
When man-made objects make the environment very complex, the real situation is not fully
compatible with the shapefile map. Open spaces around given location in the shapefile are
gaps, holes or corners in the square and it’s unlikely to create potential locations there.
However, the suitable places, e.g. sides of the theater, are all covered by transportation
areas thus no potential location will be here. Actually, even for human eyes, a rule-making
process to determine which place the sensor might be is difficult in this kind of commercial,
block nevertheless for a program.
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The final example is station 70:ee:50:14:5f:f0 with around 10 meters divergence is shown
in Figure 30. Although 10 meters is not so low in the quality validation, one issue could not
be ignored. The buildings part in the shapefile map cannot match the satellite image at all.
This could result from the unstable data quality of BGT itself or these blocks were built
before the BGT data update.
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5.2.2 Experiment by sample Netatmo weather station
This section aims to introduce a sample Netatmo weather station for experiment. The
experiment will place the station at a known place and validate the relocation process by
checking whether the adopted algorithm is able to find the sensor’s location. The new
location is in Hooikade 26, 2627 AB, Delft on a 0.5 meter-height table in the garden behind
this building. Figure 31 is shown the details of the sensor’s location.
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The experiment started on 13th, May until 19th, May, 2019. The weather condition of this
period is shown in the table below. The temperature records collected from the
experimental station shows very abnormal record frequency in the sever and the reason
for this is still unclear. Alternatively, the records are download from the private station
management portal. Other data in the Delft still comes from its public API. Private portal
provides weather data every 5 minutes while 15 minutes in the sever, thus the experimental
station record frequency is switched into 15 minutes manually.
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Figure 32 shows temperature changing pattern on 16th, May in different recording
frequency (5 minutes and 15 minutes). Generally, the lower frequency is shown a bit more
smoothness while doesn’t lose much data changing characteristic, thus, 15 minutes, the
recording frequency in the sever, is sufficient on this research.
Also, Figure 32 also shows the impact from the cloud space. When the station is placed
without any shield, the temperature records will be influenced not only by the solar radiance
but also the cloud distribution above its dome. The weather condition in this noon is cloudy
(Table 6) and this makes the middle of two lines (Figure 32) up and down obviously. The
cloud would protect the station free from direct radiance and records could closer to the
real air temperature, but cloud appearing from time to time makes the detected
temperature change unevenly and bring more challenges in analyzing the fluctuate pattern.
Another finding in this picture is, the temperature records error could be higher than 1-2 ℃
as the paper mentioned above. The weather report indicates that the highest air
temperature on 16th, May will not exceed 20 ℃ but the detected temperature actually could
reach around 26 ℃ (Table 6 and Figure 32). The short-time increasing temperature could
be 1-2 ℃ but when the station is exposed to the Sun in long time, heat will accumulate at
the metal shell of the station and cause the temperature keep rising.
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The final result of this experiment is shown in Figure 33. The 3 points represent 3 locations
of the weather station (default location; calculation location; real location). The sensor has
been located into the road in front of the building (the sensor’s location is collected inside
the building when the station is setting up as most of users did). The calculation location is
in the backyard, which is showing a more reliable result and also closer to the real location.
However, there still is an around 4 meters gap between the result and real location. The
gap may result from the imperfect weather condition in the experiment period: not all days
are fully sunny and clear.
Overall, this validation experiment is shown a real example of fluctuated air temperature
and how it will be influenced from solar radiance. When the station is exposed to sun in a
long time, heat will accumulate at the station and cause air temperature difference more
than 1-2 ℃ as Netatmo mentioned. Although the real situation does not coincide with
experimental result, the location difference is reduced from 16 meters to 4 meters roughly.
Therefore, in terms of this experiment, the methodology adopted by the project is helpful
to improve the station’s location accuracy.
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6 Conclusions and discussion
This final chapter of the project gives the summary of the obtained results. Also, the
answers to the research questions are given, as well as the conclusions and discussion.
Discussion section will analyse relative demerits of the methodology and future work will
be implemented.

6.1 Answers to the research questions
How to find potential locations for each sensor?
Although the coordinate of each station is given, it’s actually a rough location info and the
real horizontal location could be any point inside a buffer of the given location. The radius
of the buffer is the accuracy of the given location. Another section of the buffer is buildings
and transportation areas. All temperature data used in this project are collected from the
Netatmo station outdoor module. Likewise, no users will put sensors in transportation area.
So, the part of the buffer that covers buildings and transportation areas will not be
considered when generating potential locations.
In order to achieve this, the project creates points with even density inside a bounding box,
then removes points whose distance to the initial point is longer than the radius. Any
remaining point that is outside road and building polygons will be considered as horizontal
(on the ground and height = 0) potential point. Due to the thousands of building and road
polygons in the Hague, the calculation whether each point inside each polygon consume
very long time. Thus, two methods (tiling and find nearest polygon) were develop here in
order to lower the calculation complexity.
After this, each ground point similarity value will be computed based on sensor data and
solar simulation. The 10 highest similarity ground points will be returned for creating height
value and then merging the height and horizontal location to 3D coordinates.

How to know if a sensor’s record is higher than it should be?
Because of the lack of a control experiment for each location, it is almost impossible to get
the real air temperature around their environment. Instead of real air temperature value,
the project uses temperature changing pattern as a substitute and this is done by daily
average temperature collected by Netatmo weather stations in the Hague. Although the
absolute value (average temperature) here is not accurate, the temperature changing
pattern is more or less reliable because the average relieves the outliers influence from
the solar radiance. The time sensors are exposed to solar radiance is not identical and all
sensors are taken into consideration with same weight therefore, outliers could be “diffuse”.
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After that, it’s possible to know when the temperature is higher than it should be by using
record data minus average data, following an algorithm to classify these result points as
increase, decrease or neither. Increasing result points means they are higher than air
temperature and likely to be exposed to solar radiance. The algorithm is based on
conditional classification of the 3 gradients from the consecutive 3 and is trying to avoid
some influence from outliers to make the classification smoother.
Besides, in order to consider data collected from different dates, the project introduced a
concept called “increase possibility”. Only time whose increase possibility bigger than 0.5
will be considered as “the time influenced by solar radiance”.
For a certain area, how to know when it receives direct solar radiance?
In order to know, for each potential location, when it receives solar radiance, the sky view
and sun position are computed. Dome reconstruction is based on the AHN3 point cloud
and sun’s track between sunrise and sunset will be added into digital dome. The dome will
be classified into 3 parts: building, vegetation and sky. The time this area is expose to solar
radiance is the time sun is on the sky part of its simulation dome.
In order to know the sun’s position in the dome, elevation angle as well as azimuth angle
must be known. The elevation angle and azimuth angle can be computed indirectly by
geographic parameters: hour angle, declination, solar time and equation of time. Difference
sun’s track for all sensors in the Hague at the same day is negligible. Therefore, all
research the sensors share same daily Sun’s track for sake of lower complexity.
The data structure of the digital dome is a nested list could also be regarded as a matrix.
Each inner list (or row of the matrix) is one radius of the dome and has 90 items. These
items are pixels (value is type of pixel: sky, building or vegetation). The outer list (or column
of the matrix) consists of 180 inner lists which means the whole dome is made by 180 radii.
Accordingly, for showing the Sun’s position in the dome, the corresponding index in the
nested list is computed based on solar parameters.

How to compare a station records with solar simulation?
For a given sensor and its several days’ data, the project will detect when it may suffer
from solar radiance and its possibility. Then, for each potential location of the sensor, the
project uses the sky view with solar parameters to simulate the time when each potential
location suffers from solar radiance.
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The similarity of the sensor data and the simulation result will be computed for each
potential location. Because the temperature differences (average – records) from every
day do not show an identical pattern, the project introduces the “increase possibility” to
avoid occasional temperature behavior and take it into consideration when computing the
similarity.

6.2 Conclusion
The Netatmo weather station relocation research aims to improve the location accuracy of
sensors and provide a reference time when sensors are reliable or free from solar radiance.
Improved crowding source temperature data would be helpful for deeper UHI research.
For example, records after correction are more suitable for UHI observation or become a
more robust temperature reference for UHI modelling.
The whole project was based on the exploration of a new approach to update the
coordinates for every valid Netatmo stations in the Hague. In order to do this, different geoinformation and Netatmo sensor temperature records have been used. The temperature
data in the Hague in May, 2018 has been collected from Netatmo weather stations through
its public API. Additionally, the AHN3 point cloud for solar simulation and the BGT shapefile
for creating new locations have been investigated.
The methodology of this project is divided into 6 steps: Sensor data pre-processing to
remove system failures, outliers and merging 7–days data into the dataset; Detecting
higher temperature time to confirm whether the stations are exposed to direct solar
radiance or not; Generating potential location of stations to create candidates of the real
location; Computing sky view (dome) and solar parameter are used for calculating when
potential locations are receiving direct solar radiance; Finding the most likely horizontal
location of the station, comparing the result from the temperature records and solar
simulation then returning the most likely horizontal locations; Assigning height value to
points, making previous 2D locations 3D.
The results from this research proved the feasibility and rationality of the adopted
methodology. The similarity interpolation maps show that the stations are prone to be
placed next to the wall of buildings, which matches with reality because usually users won’t
put their own weather stations too far away from their home. In the similarity result analysis,
cases that sensor’s records are totally mismatched with solar simulation are not many, and
around 67% stations (new location) could is shown more than 0.5 similarity when
comparing with their solar simulation. Besides, the validation result performed by the twoperiod comparison indicates that over 70% Netatmo stations’ new location show high
quality on both horizontal and vertical after the process. The project also demonstrated
that similarity and quality have different interpretations and almost zero dependency,
hence they are suitable to be two dimensional attributes of classification. The experiment
shows a real example of fluctuated air temperature and how it will be influenced from solar
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radiance and the proved that the methodology is helpful to improve the station’s location
accuracy.
The unstable station performance and intricate spatial information (especially shapefile)
are two main limitations of result quality. Irregular temperature records make it difficult to
distinguish whether a station is exposed to direct solar radiance during a certain period of
time but the deeper reason causing irregular records, artificial issues or the complicated
environment itself or something else, has not been studied. The study area, the Hague, is
a metropolis in the Netherlands and is filled with man-made objects. Although it is covered
by the BGT shapefile and most of areas have been classified into different properties of
polygons, the project still finds incompatible cases. Therefore, some of the new locations
can appear where they should not be.
Finally, the research time restricts the scope and only one set of methodology has been
implemented, thus no alternative solutions to address the research question could be
compared. On the other hand, because the research questions embed several practical
and complex problems, introducing more than one solution is likely to cause chaos in the
research, but guesses about perfection of this research will be discussed in the next
section.

6.3 Discussion
The obtained result of this project is shown various limitations of the applied methods,
which are already recognized and incorporated in the analysis. This section is only talking
about the methodology itself while defects caused by imperfect spatial information or its
quality are not considered.
As the paper mentioned above, two main issues could influence data quality when using
Netatmo weather station for UHI research. For one thing, the stations’ locations are not
accurate enough for temperature modeling in a complex city environment. For another,
sensors could generate outliers when exposed to solar radiance directly. These two things
are actually highly interrelated. Knowing the accurate location of the stations could be
helpful to calculate when the stations are exposed to the Sun then flite outliers, and vice
versa.
The issues are more or less like “two unknown parameters but only one binary equation is
given” and with the deepening of the research, uncertainty and complexity of the
temperature records bring further challenges into solving the problems. Fortunately, the
high number of temperature records allow the project finds some temperature changing
patterns while the location information could be used to improve its accuracy is quite limited.
Thus, the project’s work starts with records that then combine with solar simulation to
relocate the stations.
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6.3.1 Demerits of the methodology
The leading limitation is that knowing an accurate real air temperature at each sensor’s
location is almost impossible without massive field work experiments. The project uses
“average temperature” to represent real temperature, replacing absolute temperature
values by “average temperature” changing pattern. Although the pattern is relatively
reliable, but still has obvious disadvantages when becoming a substitute of real air
temperature. Air temperature inside a city is varied due to several surface attributes and
its changing behaviors as well. Therefore, it’s still hard to confirm “average temperature”
patterns are suitable enough to replace absolute air temperature values in this research.
For example, assuming one place has better heat retaining property than other places,
then in the afternoon when the air temperature starts to drop, this place will show slower
temperature decrease than average temperature and its temperature difference will start
increasing. In the methodology, this case will be taken as “direct solar influenced” since
the spoofing increasing pattern is shown up, which may not be the real situation.
Another limitation results from the unknown air temperature for stations who stay in shadow
all working time and completely free from solar radiance influence. Strictly speaking, the
whole project is developed for “solar influenced” stations. Those “unpolluted” stations are
impossible to locate when the project’s approach is applied, on the other hand, their
records are reliable therefore, further correction for temperature data is not needed. Ideally,
for “unpolluted” records, they should show similar changing pattern and “temperature
difference” should be a flat line. Since the temperature records vary with not only place but
also time and date, almost no consistent flat line is found in the “temperature difference”
dataset. Setting a threshold for the range of float up or down could be a solution and
“temperature difference” curve within the threshold will be regarded as flat line. However,
the lack of a control temperature experiment makes setting this kind of threshold subjective
and arbitrary. So, even knowing it is a long shot, the project still assumes all sensors are
“polluted”.
Further, the utilization of spatial information used to compute the solar simulation and
potential location could be improved. For the solar simulation, the project only considers if
the weather is sunny or clear in choosing a research period while the cloudscape is not in
the research. In reality, the dynamic cloud distribution in the sky view also should be taken
into account to get more accurate simulation results. For a potential location, the points
inside building polygons will be removed and its prerequisite is that the user lives in a
detached house and places the station in the garden. However, the result is shown the
methodology is not working when user lives in a high-rise apartment and places their
station at a balcony. Also, more restrictions for potential location has not been taken into
account e.g. public green land, water areas.
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6.3.2 Future work
The uncertain data quality of crowdsourced temperature data limits its convenience and
requires more data processing when applied to scientific uses. However, this does not
mean that the crowdsourced data destined to serve civilian uses only. The result chapter
already is shown the potential of increasing its quality and for scientific UHI research. Due
to limited research time and paper length, only one prototype methodology to improve
location accuracy has been implemented. Several improvement schemes could be helpful
to improve the methodology.
The top priority, as the thesis has mentioned, would be more field-work experiment
research. An experiment that looks deep into Netatmo weather station mechanism and
working principle is helpful to realize the reason why it generates outliers and how to filter
them out. Also, the experiment would be a baseline test for influence from direct solar
radiance and a reference for developing a “solar influence removal” algorithm. Further, the
project only finished solar simulation qualitative test but not quantify. For example,
simulation result in a period of time is: {13:15: 'influenced', 13:30: 'influenced', 13:45: 'not
influenced'}, and all 3 time are homogeneous after the calculation. However, different solar
angles could bring different amount of radiance that accumulates at a station’s case and
leads to different degrees of heating. Thus, combining radiance quantify with station
experiments would be a good direction to perfect the research. Besides, the Netatmo
station experiment found that the sensor could record temperature data and upload it to
the user normally by private portal while the data collected from same sensor in its public
API is fragmentary. The available data could be more if this problem is fixed.
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The thesis creates the 3D points (2.5D more precisely, because of assigning a certain
height to horizontal points) to represent potential locations of the Netatmo stations and the
previous sections have proved that this method is not ideal when applied to high rise
apartment. In order to create more accurate potential location, 3D building models could
be used in generating 3D scatter points (Figure 34). Using this model, the scatter points
are able to be placed in the balcony but not only on the ground with certain height value.
But this also depends on how details (LOD) the building model could be. For example, two
sides (red and green arrow in the figure above) of the balcony corner could generate totally
different solar simulation result even they are close, because they face different direction.
The project aims to provide a solution to improve the data quality collected from
crowdsourced weather stations and this will also help other researchers realize the
potential achievements by using this data, especially in the field of air temperature monitor
as well as UHI dynamic modeling and promising in subtle spatial & time resolution. 3
previous TU Delft M.Sc. thesis [19-21] have already studied the Netatmo station for
temperature modeling reference but the temperature and location records were used
before further processing. After the proposal and methodology of this project are refined,
the result could be a good tool for checking their modeling result. In the bigger picture,
open data collected by all crowdsourced weather station, not only Netatmo, is useful to
update its quality especially the location info and bringing more use possibilities in the
atmospheric sciences.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Similarity results from the research period
Id = MAC address; 293c3c = 70:ee:50:29:3c:3c
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Appendix B: Solar influenced time based on the research period
Only sensors who similarity > 0.5 are considered; “-” = from… to
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Appendix C: Validation result (comparison of two periods)
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Appendix D: Tile number

Tile 1

Tile 2

Tile 3

Tile 4

Tile 5

Tile 6

Tile 7

Tile 8

Tile 9

Tile 10

Tile 11

Tile 12
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Appendix E: Similarity (research period) and location difference
interpolation (IDW) maps

Similarity Interpolation (while pixel = 1; black = 0)

Location difference interpolation (while pixel = 42.8; black = 0)
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